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Abstrat

This paper presents the design of a reon�gurable Lin-

ear Parameter Varying (LPV) ontroller for the Boeing

747-100/200 longitudinal axis in the Up-and-Away ight

regime. The ontrol objetives are to obtain deoupled

ight-path angle and veloity ommand traking and

ahieve good disturbane rejetion harateristis dur-

ing normal operation and in the presene of an elevator

fault.

The LPV ontroller is synthesized using a quasi-LPV

model of the airraft longitudinal axis based on the Ja-

obian Linearization approah. The ontroller shedules

on three parameters: ight altitude and veloity, whih

are available as measurements, and a fault identi�ation

signal generated by a fault detetion and isolation (FDI)

algorithm. During normal ight operations, the LPV

ontroller uses the elevators and thrust for ight maneu-

vers. The stabilizer is used to trim the airraft. Two

elevator fault senarios are ontemplated | lok and

oat. The proposed ontrol strategy is to use the stabi-

lizer (normally used for trim purposes only) as the alter-

native longitudinal ontrol surfae. Simulation results

with elevator faults present show that the reon�gured

ontroller stabilizes the faulted system at the expense of

a fator of a designed one-third redution in the trak-

ing responsiveness of the longitudinal axis and has good

disturbane rejetion properties.

1 Introdution

Fault tolerant ontrol systems are an important area of

researh in ight ontrols and has beome more signif-

iant for ommerial aviation after US federal govern-

ment delaring safety of ommerial aviation a top pri-

ority issue. The national mission to derease the om-

merial aviation aident rate by 80% within the next 10

years
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has motivated researhers to ome up with ontrol

strategies ensuring adequate failure mitigation.

In general, a fault tolerant ight ontrol system is re-

quired to perform failure detetion, identi�ation and

aommodation for sensor and atuator failures. Fault

tolerant ontrol shemes an be broadly lassi�ed into re-

on�gurable and restruturable approahes. Numerous

results have been proposed related to both approahes in
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the past few years.
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One approah to design reon�g-

urable ight ontrol systems is based on a priori knowl-

edge of possible failures; the preomputed laws are alu-

lated o�-line and stored in the on-board memory, ready

for on-line use whenever needed. The advantage of this

approah is rapid adaptability, the disadvantage being

extensive prior design usage of large memory spae. An

alternative approah is taken for restruturable shemes

where ight ontrollers are alulated on-line using adap-

tation tehniques. The bene�t of this approah is that

the ontrol laws an ater to unforeseen failure senar-

ios. However, in this ase omputational power ould

be a ritial fator, and hene, stability of the adaptive

ontroller.

This paper presents a reon�guration approah based

on the a priori synthesis of a Linear Parameter Vary-

ing (LPV) ontroller. The fault signal generated by an

FDI algorithm is formulated as a parameter on whih

the LPV ontroller is sheduled. The prime advantage

of this approah is that the synthesis results in a sin-

gle multivariable ontroller with stability and robustness

guarantees for the losed-loop system.

The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 presents

a brief introdution to LPV systems and ontrol. The

ontrol design objetives and synthesis are presented in

Setion 3. In Setion 4 simulation results are inluded.

Some onlusions are drawn in Setion 5.

2 LPV System and Control

LPV systems are haraterized as linear systems whose

oeÆients depend upon time varying parameters. Con-

sider the system

�

_x(t)

e(t)

�

=

�

A(�(t)) B(�(t))

C(�(t)) D(�(t))

� �

x(t)

d(t)

�

where the parameter �(t) 2 P is an a priori unknown

bounded funtion of time with known bounds, and P is

a set of funtions that remain in a ompat real subspae.

If �(t) is onstant, we reover a linear time-invariant

(LTI) system. An ad ho method often used to derive

gain-sheduled ontrol for LPV systems is to design on-

trollers for several �xed values of � using standard LTI

ontrol design tehniques and ombining the point de-

signs | often with no stability guarantees at intermedi-

ate points.

The LPV ontrol design problem is to generate a sin-

gle ontrol law whih expliitly depends on the varying

parameters. By guaranteeing that stability and perfor-

mane riteria are met for all values of �(t) within a



given set of bounds, stability and performane of the

parameter-varying losed-loop system an be guaranteed.

The LPV ontroller synthesis involves �nding an output

feedbak ontroller K(�) suh that the losed loop sys-

tem ahieves exponential stability and the L

2

norm of d

to e is minimized. The synthesis problem an be posed

as the following optimization

min

X(�);Y (�)

 (1)

subjet to a set of linear, matrix inequalities (LMIs).
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The state-spae representation of the LPV ontrollerK(�)

is onstruted from the solutions X(�) and Y (�) of the

LMI optimization problem.

3 Reon�gurable LPV Control Design

This setion presents a reon�gurable LPV ontrol de-

sign for the Boeing 747-100/200 longitudinal axis whih

shedules on a fault signal from FDI module monitor-

ing the health of the elevator atuator. The LPV on-

troller also shedules on altitude and veloity to provide

stability and performane over the Up-and-Away ight

envelope. The ontrol design objetives are presented in

Setion 3.1. In Setion 3.2 an LPV ontroller is synthe-

sized aross the ight regime assuming no fault in the

elevator atuator. Setion 3.3 presents an LPV ontrol

design assuming a full elevator fault and uses stabilizer

as the alternative ontrol surfae for ight maneuvers.

Setion 3.4 presents the reon�gurable LPV ontrol de-

sign.

3.1 Control Design Objetives

The primary ontrol objetives are to obtain deoupled

traking of ight-path angle (FPA) and veloity over the

entire Up-and-Away ight envelope. The traking re-

sponses should be smooth and with settling times of 20

se and 45 se for ight-path angle and veloity respe-

tively, with the elevator surfae fully funtional. With

elevator ontrol failure, the ontroller should stabilize the

losed-loop system though with a less responsive ight-

path angle traking response. The settling time for the

faulted FPA response is hosen as 30 se | a one-third

redution in traking responsiveness ompared with the

non-faulted ase. The veloity traking objetive in the

presene of an elevator fault remains unhanged sine

veloity is primarily ontrolled by thrust. In addition to

the traking objetives, the ontroller should have good

gust disturbane rejetion properties.

The longitudinal axis quasi-LPV airraft model used for

design has four states:
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pith rate q (deg/s), longitudi-

nal veloity V (m/s), angle-of-attak � (deg) and pith

angle � (deg). The altitude h (m) being a derived state

is not used for ontrol design. There are three ontrol

inputs: elevator deetion Æ

e

(deg), stabilizer deetion

Æ

s

(deg) and thrust T (N). The measurements available

are FPA  (deg), aeleration

_

V (m/s

2

=g), pith angle

(deg), pith rate (deg/s) and veloity (m/s).

The deetion and rate limits for the elevator are �23

to 17 deg and �37 deg/s respetively as spei�ed in ref-

erene.

10

For the stabilizer the position and rate limits

are �12 to 3 deg and 0:5 deg/s respetively. Aounting

for the rate limits, the elevator and stabilizer are mod-

eled as simple �rst-order transfer funtions: 37=(s+ 37)

and 0:5=(s + 0:5) respetively. The engine is modeled

as 0:5=(s+0:5) based on the engine transient harater-

istis provided in referene.
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The maximum available

thrust and thrust rate are 167,000 N and 83,500 N/s

respetively.

The Up-and-Away ight envelope is de�ned by altitude

and veloity ranges. The altitude varies from 4000 m to

8500 m. The veloity varies from 184 m/s to 280 m/s

at 4000 m and 211 m/s to 280 m/s at 8500 m. The two

veloity ranges de�ne the trimmable region for straight-

level ight in the given altitude range. The resulting

ight envelope is trapezoidal in shape as shown in Fig-

ure 1. It is desired to synthesize LPV ontrollers for

this ight envelope with altitude and veloity as shedul-

ing parameters. The LPV synthesis software algorithms

used in this researh requires a retangular gridded pa-

rameter spae. Hene, the trapezoidal region in (h; V )

oordinates is transformed to a retangular region in

(h; V

s

) using the mapping

V

s

= 280�

20; 000

20; 000� h

(280� V ) for 160 m/s � V �

280 m/s, 4,000 m � h � 8,500 m.

Hereafter, V

s

denotes syntheti veloity. Thus, in Figure

1, point `1' (h = 4; 000 m, V = 184 m/s) is represented

by (h = 4; 000 m, V

s

= 160 m/s) in the retangular

oordinate system.

3.2 LPV Controller for No Elevator Fault (K

NF

)

The LPV ontrol design for no elevator failure is pre-

sented in this setion. The sheduling parameters hosen

for the LPV ontrol design are altitude, h, and syntheti

veloity, V

s

. The veloity and FPA traking problems

are formulated as a model mathing problem in the LPV

ontrol synthesis framework. For FPA response, the

ideal transfer funtion T



for normal operation is mod-

eled as a seond order system,

0:35

2

(s

2

+ 2 � 1 � 0:35s+ 0:35

2

)

,

having a ut-o� frequeny at 0.35 rad/se and damping

fator of 1.0. The time response of the seleted T



has a

settling time of 20 se. The ideal transfer funtion for ve-

loity traking T

V

during normal operation is also mod-

eled as a seond order system,

0:15

2

(s

2

+ 2 � 1 � 0:15s+ 0:15

2

)

with 0.15 rad/se natural frequeny and ritial damping

and having a settling time of 45 se.

The interonnetion struture for the LPV ontrol de-

sign is shown in Figure 2. To redue the state-order

of the weighted open-loop system and redue omputa-

tion time, sensor model dynamis are ignored for ontrol

design. The input saling weight, W

sl

, normalizes the

referene inputs to the maximum expeted ommands.



W

sl

is seleted as diag (3/57.3,10) whih orresponds to

a 3 deg FPA ommand and 10 m/s veloity ommand.

The performane weighting funtion, W

p

, has diagonal

entries only and penalizes the FPA and veloity error.

Both performane weights for FPA and veloity are ho-

sen as

100(s=100 + 1)

(s=0:005 + 1)

. These orrespond to an allowable

traking error of less than 1% at low frequenies for the

FPA and veloity responses. The performane require-

ments roll o� with inreasing frequeny and have a ross-

over frequeny at 0.5 rad/s. Unmodeled dynamis of the

airraft are taken into aount using the multipliative

unertainty weight W

u

. W

u

is a diagonal matrix with

diagonal entries as

0:1(s=0:5 + 1)

(s=100 + 1)

orresponding to the

elevator and thrust hannels. The weights are used to

aount for potential modeling error of 10% at low fre-

quenies. The unertainty weight rolls up at higher fre-

quenies to limit the ontroller bandwidth and aount

for inreasing model error at higher frequenies and has

a ross-over frequeny at 5 rad/s. W

n

is seleted as a

diagonal matrix whih aounts for sensor noise models

in the ontrol design. A onstant noise weight of 0.01

is hosen for the FPA measurement. The noise weights

for the other measurements are hosen to be frequeny-

dependent:

0:1

g

(s=0:5 + 1)

(s=100 + 1)

for

_

V =g,

0:05(s=0:5 + 1)

(s=100 + 1)

for

both � and q, and

0:05(s=0:5 + 1)

(s=100 + 1)

for V . These repre-

sent noise levels of 0:1=g for

_

V =g, 0.05 deg for �, 0.05

deg/s for q and 0.05 m/s for V at low frequenies. The

noise in eah of these measurements inreases at higher

frequenies.

For the interonnetion struture in Figure 2, H

1

on-

trollers are synthesized for several trim-points in the

ight envelope. The spaing of the grid points was se-

leted based upon how well the H

1

point designs per-

form for plants around the design point. A 3 � 4 set of

grid-points were seleted for the h � V

s

design spae as

shown in Figure 1.

To solve the LPV synthesis problem, basis funtions

are hosen for the LMI solutions X(�) and Y (�). Cur-

rently, there is no analytial method to hoose the ba-

sis funtions. In this ase, several power series sets are

tested and �nally a seond order power series f1; �

2

g of

the sheduling parameters is hosen based on the lowest

losed-loop L

2

norm ahieved. The rate limits of varia-

tion of the sheduling parameters are hosen as �25 m/s

for h and �2 m/s

2

for V

s

. These represent a maximum

deviation of 25 m/s in vertial speed and 0.2g in ael-

eration. The �nal LPV ontroller obtained (K

NF

) has

19 states and ahieves a losed-loop indued L

2

norm of

1.24.

K

NF

is simulated in the full nonlinear longitudinal model

of the Boeing 747. A set of 3 deg FPA steps and 10 m/s

veloity steps are issued to the ontroller to y the air-

raft from grid-point `1' (h = 4000 m, V

s

= 160 m/s)

to near grid-point `12' (h = 8500 m, V

s

= 280 m/s) as

shown in Figure 1, the two extreme grid-points in the

ight envelope. The dashed lines in Figure 4 show the

state and atuator responses. It is observed that steady

state traking of the FPA and veloity ommands are ob-

tained over the ight envelope. The atuator responses

are within limits.

3.3 LPV Controller for Full Elevator Fault (K

F

)

This setion presents the LPV ontrol design with a full

fault of the elevator. Analyzing the frequeny responses

of the ontrol inputs to the measurements, it is observed

that the low frequeny stabilizer hannel gains are higher

than the elevator hannel gains by a fator of 2 for the

entire ight regime. Hene, for the purpose of ontroller

synthesis, the same interonnetion struture as for the

previous design is used with the elevator dynamis re-

plaed by the stabilizer dynamis. While performing

simulations, ommands are issued to the stabilizer path

with a gain fator of 1/2 at the output of the ontroller.

Sine the stabilizer dynamis are slower than the ele-

vator dynamis, the desired FPA traking response is

slowed. T



is hosen as

0:25

2

(s

2

+ 2 � 1 � 0:25s+ 0:25

2

)

, with

the ut-o� frequeny hanged from 0.35 to 0.25 rad/se.

This orresponds to a settling time of 30 se for FPA

response. The performane weight for FPA traking is

hanged to

100(s=100 + 1)

(s=0:0035 + 1)

whih has a lower ut-o� fre-

queny at 0.35 rad/s than that ofK

NF

. All other weight-

ing funtions and basis funtions for LPV ontrol design

are kept the same as presented in Setion 3.2. The syn-

thesized LPV ontroller (K

F

) has a state-order of 19,

and a losed-loop indued L

2

norm of 1.89.

Nonlinear simulations are performed for the same set of

ommands as in Setion 3.2 with K

F

. The solid lines in

Figure 4 show the state and atuator responses for the

losed-loop simulation. Deoupled ommand traking is

obtained for the FPA and veloity ommand sets over

the ight regime. The FPA response responsiveness is

dereased from a 20 se settling time to 30 se settling

time. The engine and stabilizer ontrol ations are slower

ompared to K

NF

resulting in the slower FPA response.

3.4 LPV Controller with Fault-Sheduling (K

R

)

This setion presents the reon�gurable LPV ontrol de-

sign whih shedules on a fault/no-fault signal obtained

from an FDI �lter, in addition to altitude and syntheti

veloity. The idea is to ombine the two designs pre-

sented before, K

NF

and K

F

.

Let �

f

represent the FDI signal. It is assumed that for

a fully funtional elevator, the FDI algorithm generates

�

f

= 0, while for a faulted elevator, it returns �

f

= 1.

In a realisti senario, the signal from an FDI �lter will

be orrupted with noise, so it is assumed that �

f

is the

output of a logi swith whih gets triggered when the

�lter signal rosses a minimum threshold level.

From the ontrol synthesis point of view, the di�erene

between K

NF

and K

F

is in the seletion of ideal models



for FPA traking (T



) and orresponding performane

weighting funtions (W

p

). All other weighting funtions

are same. Thus, designing K

R

requires T



and W

p

to

be sheduled on �

f

. T



(�

f

) is hosen as !(�

f

)

2

=(s

2

+2 �

1 �!(�

f

)s+!(�

f

)

2

) where !(�

f

) is a linear funtion of �

f

suh that at �

f

= 0, !(�

f

) = 0.35 and at �

f

= 0, !(�

f

)

= 0.25. Thus, T



(0) represents the ideal FPA traking

model for K

NF

while T



(1) represents the same for K

F

.

Similarly,W

p

(�

f

) is hosen as

100(s=100 + 1)

(s=!(�

f

) + 1)

suh that

the funtion values at �

f

= 0 and 1 represent the FPA

performane weight for K

NF

and K

F

respetively while

for intermediate values of �

f

, the ut-o� frequeny !(�

f

)

is interpolated linearly. The elevator and stabilizer han-

nels are augmented with gains (1��

f

) and �

f

(Figure 3)

to represent ontrol alloations. Thus, for �

f

= 0 only

the elevator is used while for �

f

= 1 the stabilizer pro-

vides the ontrol. During synthesis, the elevator and sta-

bilizer outputs are added to provide elevator ommand.

This is done beause an interonnetion where the eleva-

tor and stabilizer ommands are fed diretly to the plant

leads to ounter-ation of the ontrol surfaes. During

simulations, the stabilizer ommand is diretly supplied

to the plant with a gain of 1/2 sine the open-loop sta-

bilizer and elevator paths di�er by a fator of 2.

The grid points for �

f

are hosen as [0,0.5,1℄ and max

( _�

f

) as �1 se

�1

. The rate bound on �

f

implies that

the ontroller requires a reon�guration time of at least

1 se. The basis funtions for the LMI solutions (X(�)

and Y (�)) are seleted as the seond order power series

f1; �

2

g of the sheduling parameter. The synthesized

ontroller has 19 states and ahieve a losed-loop indued

L

2

norm of 2.39. Nonlinear simulations for di�erent el-

evator fault senarios are performed and the results are

disussed in the next setion.

4 Reon�guration Simulation

Typial nonlinear atuator failures inlude: (1) freezing

or lok-in-plae; and (2) oat.

5

Freezing orresponds to

the ontrol e�etor loked in a partiular position and

not responding to further ommands. A oat failure

orresponds to the ontrol surfae oating about its zero

moment position, thus beoming ine�etive.

Nonlinear simulations for the B-747 are performed with

the above failure senarios of the elevator. In ase of the

both type of failures, it is assumed that an instantaneous

fault detetion signal is available. Based upon the FDI

signal, the LPV ontroller reon�gures itself in 1 se to

use the stabilizer one the elevator fault ours. The

trim ight onditions hosen for the fault simulations

are given by an altitude of 7,000 m and veloity of 241

m/s (grid point `8').

4.1 Lok-type Failure

A lok-type of failure is onsidered in the elevator atua-

tor during a limb maneuver of the airraft. To simulate

the lok-type failure, a 3 deg FPA step ommand is is-

sued to the ontroller from 5 se to 30 se, and the eleva-

tor is loked in its position at 10 se. Figure 5 shows the

airraft responses for the elevator-lok senario (dashed-

line) and is ompared with the responses during normal

operations (solid-line). An overshoot of 0.5 deg is ob-

served in the FPA response whih dies out in 15 se and

there is negligible oupling in veloity response. Thus,

the stabilizer is able to trim out the onstant disturbane

ating in the loked elevator hannel. It is also observed

from the step ommand at 30 se that the FPA response

is slowed after the ourrene of the fault and the set-

tling time is inreased from 20 se to 30 se as spei�ed

in the ontrol design.

4.2 Float-type Failure

To simulate a oat-type failure in the elevator, the ele-

vator ontrol signal is replaed with the angle-of-attak

of the airraft. This essentially simulates an ine�etive

elevator atuator that is unable to generate moment.

Simulations are performed for a 3 deg FPA step om-

mand starting from 5 se up to 30 se. The fault ours

at 10 se. The airraft responses are plotted in Figure

6. An initial transiene of 0.5 deg is observed in the

FPA response and the oupling to veloity is minimal.

The reon�gured ontroller stabilizes the airraft after

the elevator-oat and provides a slower performane in

terms of the FPA ommand response as ontemplated

during the ontrol design stage.

4.3 Disturbane Rejetion

One of the performane objetives of the reon�gurable

LPV ontrol design was that the ontroller should also

have good disturbane rejetion harateristis, in ad-

dition to deoupled ommand traking properties. The

LPV ontroller is simulated with sensor noise and wind

gusts during a lok-type elevator failure at an altitude

of 7000 m and trim veloity of 241 m/s and the airraft

responses are presented here. A light wind gust is hosen

for simulation, whih orresponds to a statistial proba-

bility of exeedane of 10

�2

.
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The sensor measurements

are orrupted with white noise with the following maxi-

mum levels: �0:1 deg for , �0:05 g for

_

V , �0:1 deg for

�, �0:05 deg/s for q and 0:5 m/s for V . These orrespond

to a noise-to-signal ratio of 5-10% of the measurements.

The nonlinear simulations are plotted in Figure 7. It is

observed that deoupled ommand traking of FPA and

veloity is ahieved both before and after the ourrene

of the elevator failure in the presene of the sensor noise

and turbulene. The deviations of the airraft states are

minimal when ompared to those for no disturbane in-

put. The elevator and stabilizer rates are within their

rate saturation limits of �37 deg/s and �0:5 deg/s re-

spetively (not shown).

5 Conlusion

In this paper LPV ontrol design tehniques are extended

to ontrol reon�guration for elevator faults in the B-747

longitudinal axis. Simulations are performed with two

elevator fault senarios and the results show that stabil-

ity, desired traking and good disturbane rejetion are

obtained both before and after ontrol reon�guration.
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Figure 1: B-747 Up-and-Away ight envelope | trape-

zoidal area enlosed by bold lines.
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Figure 4: Airraft responses for LPV ontroller during

normal operation (K

NF

- dashed) and with full elevator

fault (K

F

- solid). Commands are in dashdot lines.
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Figure 5: Airraft responses for K

R

with elevator-lok

at 10 se. (Commands: dashdot; normal: solid; loked:

dashed).
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Figure 6: Airraft responses for K

R

with elevator-oat

at 10 se. (Commands: dashdot; normal: solid; oat:

dashed).
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Figure 7: Airraft responses for K

R

with elevator-lok

at 10 se with sensor noise and wind gust. (Commands:

dashdot; loked: solid; with disturbane: dashed).


